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Taking stock

A period of consultation and research in 2016 

established context for new strategic direction

- IOSH’s performance 2012-17
- Rise in member numbers and Networks growth

- More people in more countries trained each year

- Improved support systems and member communications

- A rapidly evolving world of work
- Economic and political uncertainty 

- Global statistics for illness, injury and fatalities remain stark

- Growing appetite in business for safety and health

IOSH today and the dynamic external environment



The implications for IOSH

To lead our profession, we must address global 

challenges

- External environment to remain complex and dynamic
- IOSH must be forward-looking, externally focused, flexible and nimble

- Occupational safety and health a global issue
- A UK-centric analysis of worldwide issues inadequate

- Profession must equip to meet future demands of business
- OSH should be developed and promoted as first career of choice

- IOSH and profession needs to respond to issues beyond 

safety
- A greater emphasis on health and wellbeing

How IOSH must respond



A self-analysis

An honest assessment found IOSH has a platform 

but must strengthen and develop to fulfil its mission 

- Strengths
- A credible, well-known brand in safety and health

- Chartered members are sought after

- Products, resources and expertise in demand

- An organisation of global reach with growing membership

- Strong Networks promoting good health and safety worldwide

- Areas to develop
- Recognition outside the world of safety and health

- Engagement with organisations at a corporate level

- Training and resources for members’ professional development

- Improving safety and health in different parts of world

Is IOSH prepared to respond and lead?



A new five-year strategy

In April, we will reveal how we plan to work with our 

members and business to improve the health and 

safety of working people worldwide

- A set of strategic priorities to focus activity

- Integrated initiatives to deliver real impact and change

- An underpinning objective to transform IOSH

IOSH to set out its action plan for 2017-2022 



Transforming the organisation

To deliver strategic priorities, IOSH must become 

more agile, flexible, proactive and externally 

focused

- Underpinning programme of work will maintain and 

enhance continuing services and support delivery of the 

strategy

- Focus will include people, infrastructure, standards and 

auditing, governance and horizon-scanning, ensuring 

IOSH is resilient, in a strong position to deliver, and 

responsive to events or new trends

How IOSH will improve to deliver the strategy



Transforming the organisation
How IOSH will improve to deliver the strategy



What will success look like?

- Agile, modern, innovative

- Well-led and well-managed 

- Providing excellent customer service

- With a can-do culture

- A first class 24/7 infrastructure to support our customers

- Effective corporate enablers 

- A great place to work and develop, with well-trained, 

supported and motivated staff 

- A  learning organisation that continually looks for 

improvement

- Award-winning

An organisation that is …



What will success look like?

Valued by our membership

In demand from our customers

Envied by our competitors

Admired by our stakeholders

An organisation that is …



Delivering together as a team

Our Networks will remain central to how we move 

forward because you are an integral link between 

our Institution and the wider profession and world 

of work

- Productive engagement will include opportunities for you 

to share insight, give your views and put forward ideas

- Committees will be given the most effective tools to help 

IOSH promote and deliver the strategy

- Clear, timely communication will be key, and we will 

keep you updated regularly on progress

The staff-volunteers relationship is vital



What next?

The occupational safety and health profession and 

professional will be the main emphasis in 2017-18 

- Launch of strategy in late April

- Distribution of useful information and resources to help 

Networks share the strategy with members

- Regular updates on developments

- Continuous improvement this year in support services for 

our Networks of members

- Opportunities to tell us what you think

Year 1 of the strategy will focus on our members



Thank you


